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Abstract 
Li, X. and F. Zhang, On the numbers of spanning trees and Eulerian tours in generalized de 
Bruijn graphs, Discrete Mathematics 94 (1991) 189-197. 
In this paper, we give the spectra and characteristic polynomials of generalized de Bruijn 
graphs. By Tutte’s Theorem we can obtain the number of spanning trees and the number of 
Eulerian tours in such graphs. 
1. Introduction 
A (d, m)-de Bruijn graph is a directed graph whose set of nodes consists of all 
m-vectors using d-ary numbers. Obviously, it has d”’ nodes. Node CL = (a,, . . . , a,,) 
has a link to node b = (61, . . . , b,,) iff Qi+l = bi for i = 1, . . . , m - 1. Such graphs 
were used in the design of an efficient computer drum, pseudorandom sequences 
and code theory etc. (see [4,7]). Recently, they have been widely used as models 
for communication networks and multiprocessor systems. In order to design 
networks with any given number of nodes, Imase and Itoh etc. (see [8,11,9]) 
introduced two types of directed graphs, called generalized de Bruijn graphs. One 
of them is G&z, d) whose set of nodes is (0, 1, . . . , n - l), where n > d. The set 
of links consists of 
i+di+r(modn) forOs.in-1, O<r<d-1. 
The other is Gl(n, d) whose set of nodes is the same as that of GB(n, d). The set 
of links consists of 
i-,d(n-l-i)+r(modn) forOSi<n-1, O<r~d-1. 
If we define the complement of a directed graph D as the directed graph which 
has the same set of nodes as D and contains the link a + b iff D does not have the 
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link a+ b, where a may be equal to b, then it is not difficult to see that the 
complement of G&z, d) is just G,(n, n - d). 
l?u and Hwang [6] studied which subgraph structures can be embedded in the 
generalized e Bruijn graphs. They pointed out that some generalized de Bruijn 
graphs contain Hamiltonian circuits. Here we give the number of spanning trees 
and the number of Eulerian tours in generalized de Bruijn graphs. Because 
GB(n, d) is the line directed graph of G&/d, d) if d 1 n [6], we can then obtain 
the number of Hamiltonian circuits in G&, d). 
2. Some properties of the adjacency matrix of G&t, d) 
First of all, we give the following notations: 
l J is the matrix with order n each of whose entries is 1. 
l E is the unit matrix with order n. 
0 d-circ(ai,..., an) is the d-circulant matrix [l] with the first row read as 
(ai, . . . 9 a,). 
l Tr(A) denotes the trace of matrix A, that is, the sum of entries on the diagonal 
ofA. 
8 P(D, x) denotes the characteristic polynomial of the directed graph D. 
l [x] denotes the smallest integer not less than X. 
l If n > 1 and gcd(n, d) = 1 then ind,d denotes the order of d in the group of all 
units of &. 
If d = 1, then we can easily obtain that 
P(G,(n, 1),x) = (x - 1) 
and 
P(Gl(n, n - 1),x) = IxE - (J - E)I = (x - m + 1)(x + Qnql. 
Therefore, in the following discussion we always assume that d > 1. 
Throughout this paper we assume that all integer parameters are nonnegative 
and n > d. Because the links in GB(n, d) are 
i+di+r(modn) forO&<n-l,Osr<d-1, 
we can easily obtain the adjacency matrix of GB(n, d), namely 
A(n, d) = d-circ 1,. . . , 1, 0,. . . , 0 
t _ J’ _ 
. 
J 
d n-d 
Lemma 1. Am(n, d) = k.i + A(n, d’), where d” = kn + d’ and 0 s d’ s tt - 1. 
Proof. From [l] we can easily obtain that A(n, dl)A(n, d,) = W + A(n, d3), 
where k and d3 are given by dld2 - - kn + d3. By induction on m, we can assert 
that our conclusion is true. 0 
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Although [l] gives some results for the spectrum of d-circ(a, , . . . , a,), it seems 
that they are a little indirect and complicated for the special case A(n, d) = d- 
circ(1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . . 0). Our aim is to give an explicit expression for the 
spectrum of A@, n). The method used here is different from [l]. 
Lemma 2. Tr(A(n, d)) = d + g - 1, where g = gcd(n, d - 1). 
Proof. From Theorem 2.1 of [6], we have that Tr(A(n, d)) = g[d/g]. Since 
the lemma is immediate. 0 
From elementary number theory, we have the following. 
Lemma 3. Let n and d be W~o integers, then there exist unique positive integers 
u, v, s and t such that: 
(1) n=uvandd=st, 
(2) s and u have the same prime divisors (the multiplicity) of each prime 
divisor in u may be diflerent from that in s). 
(3) gcd(u, t) = 1 and gcd(v, d) = 1 
We will call such a decomposition the associated decomposition of n and d. 
Theorem 1. Let n = uv and d = st be the associated ecomposition of n and d. If 
v = I, then there is an integer r such that A’(n, d) = W, where k is given by 
d’=kn. 
Proof. Since v = 1, we have n = u. Hence s and n have the same prime divisors. 
Let n=pppF=s •p~(~i~l) and ~=p~~p@***p~(&~l) where pi (i = 
1 . . , !) are primes. Take r = [max{ai//3i 1i 5 1, . . . 9 l}]; the; n 1 sr and there- 
fore sr = k,n. We get that t’s’= k&z, that is, d’= kn, where k = k,t’. TINIS 
A’(n, d) = kJ by Lemma 1. Cl 
Theorem 2. Let n = uv and d = st be the associated ecomposition of n and d. If 
v > I, then there is an integer  such that Ar+indld(n, d) - A’(n, d) = W, where k is 
given by dr+i”dUd - d’ = kn. 
Proof. From Theorem 1, we know that there is an integer r such that sr = k,u. 
TlGs implies that d’ = kI t’u. Since gcd(v, d) = 1, dindJ = k2v + 1 for some integer 
/Q_ Hence &+indlfd =k,k,t’uv + k,t’u = kn + d’. By Lemma 1, we obtain 
A r+in4d(n, d) = kJ + A’(n, d), 
that is, A r+i”dUd(n, d) - A’(n, d) = kJ. 0 
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Remark 1. If gcd(n, d) = 1, then u = s = 1 and we may take r = 0. Therefore 
A’“d(n, d) = W + E. 
Remark 2. It may be proved that the minimal polynomial of A(n, d) is x’(x - d) 
for v = 1 and xr(.xin6d - 1)(x - d) for v > 1, where r is the integer in Theorem 1 
and 2 and as small as possible. 
3. The characteristic polynomials of &(n, d) and G&t, d) 
First we determine the characteristic polynomial of Gs(n, d). 
Theorem 3. Let n = uv and d = st be the associated decomposition of n and d. If 
v = 1, then the characteristic polynomial of Gs(n, d) is 
P(G,(n, d),x) = xnB1(x - d). 
Proof. From Theorem 1 we have that A’(n, d) = W for some integer r and k such 
that d’ = kn. It is easy to obtain that W is similar to l diag(O, . . . ,0, kn). Let 
X1, l l l 5 xn-19 Xn be the eigenvalues of A(n, d). Then XT = 0 (1~ i d n - 1) and 
x; = kn = d’. This implies that xi = 0 (1 s i 6 n - 1). Since GB(n, d) is d-regular, 
we know that d is an eigenvalue of A(n, d). Thus we have that 
P(G,(n, 4,x) =x n-1(x - d). 0 
Theorem 4. Let n = uv and d = st be the associated decomposition of n and d. If 
v > 1, then the characteristic polynomial of G&z, d) is 
P(G&, d),x) =xsn(x - d)(x - wI)s’ l 9 . (x - w,,,p, 
where m = ’ u&d; wi (1 G i s m) are the mth roots of unity with w1 = 1; 
f 
n-g, f ori=O, 
Si = 
-1+126, fori=l, 
i .- 
!?2j,l 
1 m 
;,.I t?jwY-j for 2SiSm, 
where gi=gcd(n,di-1) for lsi<m, and d’=kin+di for OGdiGn-1 and 
1SiSm. 
roof. From Theorem 2 we know that A’+m(n, d) - A’(n, d) = W for some 
integers r and k such that d’+” - d’ = kn. Since v > 1, m > 0. Let 
Xl, . . . , x,- 1, x, be the eigenvalues of A(n, d). Then x:+~ - xi = 0 (16 i s n - 1) 
and x;+~ - XL = kn. This implies that xi = 0 or x7 = 1 (1 Q i s n - 1). Since 
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Remark 5. If d 1 n, then Ge(n, d) is the line directed graph of G&/d, d). We 
can use the result of [lo] to obtain that 
P(G(n, 4,x) =x (n-n’d)P(GB(n/d, d),x). 
In the remainder of this section we determine the characteristic polynomial of 
G(n, 4. 
As we have pointed out the complement of Ge(n, d) is G,(n, n - d) and 
therefore the adjacency matrix of Gl(n, d) is J - A(n, n - d). 
Theorem 5. Let n - d > 1. Then we have that 
P(Gl(n, d),x) = (-1)“x : ,” d P(G& n - d),-x). 
Proof. Let the spectrum of GB(n, n - d) be 
n-d x1x2-~~xS 
1 
mi=n - 1. 
Since the adjacency matrix of GI(n, d) is equal to J - A(n, n - d) and J can be 
expressed by a polynomial of A(n,n - d) (see Theorems 1 and 2), we obtain that 
P(G[(n, d),x) = (x - d)fi (x + xi)“*’ 
i=l 
Corolhry 1. Let n = uv and d = st be the associated ecomposition of n and d. 
(1) If v= 1, then P(Gl(n, n - d),x) = x”-‘(x - n + d); 
(2) If v > 1, then P(G[(n, n - d),x) = xS”(x - n + d)nyAI(x + wj)s,, where m, wi 
(lsism) andsi (O<ism) aregiven in Theorem 4. 
4. The numbers of spanning trees and Eulerian tours 
Let D be a directed graph and T a subgraph of D. If T satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) T has the same set of nodes as D; 
(2) the underlying undirected graph of T is connected; 
(3) T has one node for which the indegree (outdegree) is 0, while for every 
other node the indegree (outdegree) is 1, 
then we call T a spanning outtree (intree). 
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We follow Biggs’ terminology [3] and give the concept of complexity for a 
directed graph D. The corrrp!enity of D is defined by two parts, one is called 
in-complexity which is the number of spanning intrees in D; the other is called 
out-complexity which is the number of spanning outtrees in D. We denote them 
by &(D), Ko( D) respectively. 
From Theorem 3 of 1121, we know that Kr( D), K,(D) if D is regular, and 
denote the complexity of D by K(D). 
Note that the generalized de Bruijn graphs are regular and strongly connected. 
We obtain the following. 
Theorem 6. Let n = uv and d = st be the associated ecomposition of n and d. 
(1) If v = 1, then K(GB(n, d)) = d”-’ and K(G,(n, n - d)) = (n - d)“-‘; 
(2) If v > 1, then 
and 
K(GB(n, d)) = d”fi (d - wi)” 
i=l 
K(Gr(n, n - d)) = (n -dpfi(n-d+wiy, 
i=l 
where m, wi (1 Q i 6 m) and Si (0 S i C m) are given in Theorem 5. 
Proof. From Theorem 3 of [12], we know that K(D) = P’(D, d) where 
I”(& x) 
d 
=z P(D, x) 
if D is a d-regular directed graph. By Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 1 we get the 
required conclusions. Cl 
Theorem 7. Let n = uv and d = st be the associated ecomposition of n and d. 
Denote by N(D) the number of Eulerian tours in a directed graph D. Then we 
have the following: 
(1) If v=l, then 
N(Gs(n, 4) = Id”-‘((d - l)!)” 
n 
and 
N(G,(n, n - d)) = !(n - d)“-‘((n - d - l)!)” 
n 
(2) If u>l, then 
N(GB(n, d)) =k d”“fi (d - wi)“l((d - l)!)“, 
and 
i=l 
N(G,(n, n - d)) = L(n - d)““fi (n - d + wip((rt - d - l)!)” 
n i=l 
where YT,, Wi (1 s i s m) and si (0 s i 6 m) are given in Theorem 4. 
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proof. It is easy to check that dE minus the adjacency matrix of G&z, d) or 
G,(n, d) is of equi-cofactor type. From Tutte’s Theorem (see Theorem 21 of [2]), 
we know that the number of spanning intrees (or outtrees) of G&z, d) or 
G,(n, d) is independent of ihe choice of reference nodes. By Theorem 5.40 of [5] 
our conclusions are true. Cl 
In the remainder of this paper, we give some examples. 
Example 1. For the (d, m)-de Bruijn graph G&d”‘, d) by Theorems 3, 6 and 7 
we obtain that: 
(1) P(G,(d”‘, d),x) = /-‘(x - d); 
(2) K(G,(d;“, d)) = ddm-‘; 
(3) N(G,(d”‘, d)) = dd’“+‘((d - l)!)““‘. 
Hence, we rediscover a result of [ 131. 
Example 2. Let p be a prime and d an integer with 0 < d <p. Then gcd(p, d) = 
1, 
81=g2=~-==&,_I=l and g,,=p. 
Hence, 
so = 0, 
1 
Sl ‘-l+&i=p~’ and 
I 
si 
m 
(26&m). 
Since d is a primitive root modulo p and therefore m = p - 1, we obtain that: 
(1) P(G,(p, d),x) = (x - d)(x” - l)(p-‘)‘nr and 
P(G,(p, p - d), x) = (x -p + d)(x”’ - ( -l)“‘)(p-‘)‘rrr; 
(2) K(G&p, d)) = (d”’ - l)(p-‘)‘r”, and 
K(G,(p. p - d)) = ((p - d)“’ - (- l)nr)(P-“‘n’; 
(3) N(G,(p, d)) = .! (d” - l)‘P-*)‘m((d - l?!)p, and 
P 
N(G(P, P - 4) = -hi, 
P 
- d)” - (- l)m)‘p-“““(((p - d) - l)!)p. 
xample 3. Let n be an integer and d = n - 1. Then, gcd(n, d) = 1 and 
m = ind,d = 2. Hence g, = n and 
gl = gcd(n, n - 2) = : L: “, Itl” 
. 
We obtain that so = 0, 
si = 
i(n + 1) for n odd, 
$(n + 2) for 12 even, 
s2 = 
i(n - 1) for n odd, 
$(n - 2) for n even. 
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Therefore 
P(G&, n - lb) = I’” -; 1 $:‘-$-(y~ #rt-2)/2 
t. [A- - 
2 - 1)(‘1-‘)‘2 P(G,(n, l)J) = &-_1;;:2 
for rz odd, 
for ii even. 
From the above, we can obtain the number of spanning trees and the number of 
Eulerian tours in G&n, n - 1) and G,(n, 1). 
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